REPUTATION INFORMANT
The most comprehensive tool for email
reputation monitoring

Over 25M
domains monitored for spam trap hits.

Over 1B
messages analyzed per week to detect phishing.

Over 100M
messages per day to monitor spam traps.

Protect Your Reputation

Protect Your Customers

A perfect compliment to our real-time
blacklist monitoring, Reputation Informant
proactively records spam trap hits across a
network of over 25 million domains. You can
monitor your IPs and domains to identify
sending practices that damage your
reputation. We’ll show you trap hits by day, IP,
domain, subject line, country, and more so you
can quickly identify issues, take corrective
action, and keep your reputation intact.

Reputation Informant analyzes billions of
messages to provide unprecedented visibility
into email-based brand abuse like phishing
and spooﬁng. The days of simply relying on
ambiguous trap counts are over. Whether you
are an ESP analyzing the reputation of
customers on a shared IP pool or a direct
sender with multiple mail streams deployed
over a single IP, we'll help you identify and
combat fraudulent mailing activity in new and
unique ways.

Using 250ok enables us to quickly identify senders who may not be getting optimized delivery
results. This way the team can focus on working with customers instead of reviewing piles of data.
Kiersti Esparza | Privacy Team Manager at Marketo
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The most comprehensive tool for email reputation monitoring

Simplify DMARC Deployment
Worldwide, over 80% of consumer accounts
are protected by DMARC, approaching 90% in
the US. 250ok’s DMARC Dashboard designed
to guide you through implementing your own
policy with ease. DMARC is no longer exclusive
to the top email experts. You can join
companies like PayPal, Twitter, Facebook,
Gmail, Hotmail, Yahoo, and others to protect
your users and deter fraudulent mailing
activity.

The protection enterprises need, with the insight senders love.

Unprecedented Granularity
We analyze billions of messages to
provide the insight you need to
identify issues while providing the
level of detail you need to take
corrective action.

Enhanced with SNDS &
Signal Spam
Automate your SNDS & Signal Spam
reporting to track spam traps and
complaint rates at Hotmail,
Outlook.com, Laposte, Sfr, and Orange.

Comprehensive Analytics
Quickly detect fraudulent mailing
activity and see which of your IPs,
email addresses, and domains are
sending the most unauthorized
mail.

Questions?
Sales

Technical

API Guide

sales@250ok.com

support@250ok.com

250ok.com/api-guide/
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